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to the singular variety of their vaulted roofs; they impress
the spectator also by their conquest over space and by the
massive splendour of their decoration with its imposing
variety of colour. This cannot be called the noblest product
of ancient architecture; but yet one cannot deny to its
authors either creative impulse or the power of embodying
that impulse in shapely and splendid forms. Nor was the
impulse soon exhausted : it was under Justinian that the
marvel of architecture which we call St. Sophia was erected.
And later still many masterly buildings were raised in the
East and the West by an art which was working for both
Church and state, but principally for the former.
The decline of originality and power is more clearly marked
in sculpture and painting. The portrait-busts of many of
the emperors with their sombre magnificence give a vivid
picture of the weight and massiveness characteristic of the
empire; but sculpture, like architecture, had lost grace,
technical skill, attention to detail, and loving treatment of
individuality. Of the painting we know little; but here,
too, beauty and harmony of composition, with tender
consideration for details, were driven out by garish effects of
colour.
It appears therefore that the waning of creative power
throughout the empire is less marked in art than in other
departments of human activity. As in other epochs of
history, art pursued its individual course, reflecting with
brilliance and creative power the life around it, and the
thoughts and feelings of its contemporaries. Its main task,
naturally, was to find suitable forms for the chief articles of
the Christian creed, ;_and thus the architects aimed at making
Christian church"es/ophouses of prayer, as perfect as possible,
with every adornment of painting, mosaic, and sculpture.
This new Christian aft/while making use of the technique
and the forms x>f ancient art, moved steadily away from it.
Naturalistic figuresMand subtle ornament, such as marked
the Graeco-Romahrstyle in imperial times, and all its sym-
bolism and impressionism, were discarded in the painful effort
to find artistic forms that should embody the persons and
symbols dear to all Christians. In course of time the central
figures of Christian religion and worship, Christ and the
Mother of God, found typical expression in shapes, where the
old technique is irradiated by a fresh artistic impulse and

